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ABSTRACT Results from an outdoor to indoor (O2I) measurement campaign emulating the satellite to
indoor propagation channel at millimetre wave frequencies are presented in this paper. A link between a
transmitter at a high altitude and a receiver placed at several locations on different floors of a building
provided different slant path angles from the transmitter. The indoor receiver uses directional antennas
with full spherical scanning capability which allows the measurement of signal strength as a function of
antenna pointing direction, thus providing localized angle of arrival (AoA) information. Two directional
horn antennas with different beamwidths are used for the indoor receiver. This allows the modelling of
equipment incorporating adaptive beamforming. We synthesise the isotropic (0 dBi) antenna performance to
enable comparison with the recent ITU (International Telecommunications Union) model. We observed that
the mean building entry loss (BEL) increases by 0.43 dB per degree of slant elevation angle, almost twice the
ITU recommendation. The signal decay with distance into the building had path loss slopes varying between
1.9 dB/m for a slant angle of 34◦ and 3.4 dB/m for a slant angle of 51◦ . We show that high gain narrow
beam antennas outperform lower gain wider beamwidth antennas for reception (signal maximisation), but
the performance improvement is significantly less than the gain difference between the two antennas. In terms
of coexistence (interference minimisation), random alignment of the beam direction modestly enhances
building entry loss (≈6 dB to 9 dB) which, after a certain limit, changes little with antenna gain.
INDEX TERMS Beamforming, building entry loss, indoor coverage, millimeter wave, penetration loss,
satellite co-existence, slant angle.
I. INTRODUCTION

Millimetre waves (mmWave) enable an order of magnitude
increase in bandwidth to greater than 1 GHz, but are subject to higher attenuation due to number of factors such as
scattering, diffraction and building penetration. High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) want good indoor coverage whereas
satellites want to restrict indoor coverage due to potential
interference from mobile terminals into the satellite uplink
channels. Building Entry Loss (BEL) is a parameter which
determines the additional loss beyond that expected from just
outside the building structure [1]. BEL measurements have
been reported for frequencies below 6 GHz [2]–[6] but less
have been reported for frequencies above 6 GHz [2], [7], [8].
A compilation of empirical data on BEL from different
authors in different countries is available in [2], but only
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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three out of the thirteen compiled mmWave measurements
included slant angle of arrivals (one of which is a sub-set of
the measurements presented here). Standardized models from
organisations such as Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) provide only 0 dBi isotropic path loss characteristics as functions of distance and frequency [9]. However,
directional beamforming is normally required for reliable
mmWave links, therefore the isotropic characteristics may
be less informative for the design and evaluation of systems
employing directional antennas (or beamforming). Authors
in [10]–[12] investigated the effect of antenna beamwidth on
the BEL at 28, 32 and 38 GHz and found BEL increases as
the beamwidth narrows. However, these were based on transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) antennas at the same height.
A ray tracing study has been done to study the BEL for
a single slant path in [13]. To the best of our knowledge,
there are very few reported BEL measurements that include
mmWaves, directional antennas, slant path and full spherical
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FIGURE 1. Building E from the Tx site on building G.

scanning over all azimuth and elevation angles (0◦ > φ >
360◦ , −90◦ > θ > +90◦ ).
For frequencies below 6 GHz, the ITU-R Report
M.2135 [14] reported a linear increase in path loss with
internal distance, d, from the illuminated external wall, with
a path loss slope of m = 0.5 dB/m. Authors in [7] studied
the variation of BEL with in-building depth for 24 to 31 GHz
and indicated that the increase in the path loss with internal
distance at these frequencies could be higher than the m ∗ d
suggested by the ITU-R Report M.2135. Other researchers
measured m values between 0.2 dB/m and 1.0 dB/m for
upward looking (i.e. transmitter on the ground) elevation
angles between 0◦ to 30◦ [15], indicating a large variability
when operating at mmWave frequencies. Here we report
measurements for downward looking (elevated transmitter
see Fig.1) slant angles (ψ) of over 30◦ and show even greater
m values.
Recently a model for BEL has been developed by ITU for
frequencies up to 100 GHz given by a combination of two
log-normal distributions, based upon the frequency and the
slant angle as:
LBE (P) = 10 log(100.1A(P) + 100.1B(P) + 100.1C ) dB

(1)

where LBE (P) is the BEL not exceeded for probability P, and
other variables defined as in the Appendix [16], [17]. The
model specifies isotropic antennas, has a single median loss
term and is not a function of d; the depth into the building
being incorporated into the distribution itself. We compare
our mmWave BEL measurements with this model.
We present results from a measurement campaign on
slant-path building entry loss in the K/Ka bands around
24 GHz. We calibrated out the errors wherever possible, but
some were out of our control such as human movement and
small changes in environment between the two receive horn
antenna measurement campaigns. Previous experience has
shown that these differences average out in terms of macro
parameters which are based on many measurements.
The signal received from a high rooftop transmitter into
different floors of an adjacent building was used to determine
path loss variation with slant angle, ψ. This enables the
assessment of a) the unwanted signal leakage from transmitters within a building into a satellite’s uplink channel for
co-existence purposes and b) the desired signal in-building
coverage from a high altitude platform (HAP) such as a drone
158526

or a balloon. The two use cases are identical when isotropic
antennas are used for the indoor unit, but this changes when
directional antennas are used. Indoor units employing adaptive antennas will adjust differently depending on whether the
incoming signal is desired or not. Phase array antennas will
be incorporated into future 5G user equipment to overcome
increase path loss at mmWave frequencies. Thus, it is necessary to study how adaptive beamforming affects the building
entry loss. We derive from our measurements the behaviour
of a phase array antenna having the same beamwidths (gains)
of our horn. Measurements were performed using two horn
antennas of gain 9.6 dBi and 23.5 dBi from the same locations
to identify how gain affects the results. The two antennas
broadly model what can be expected from a user equipment (UE) with a 4 patch array (6 dB array factor + 5 dBi
patch = 11 dBi) (approximately similar to 9.6 dBi gain horn)
or a customer premises equipment (CPE) with a 64 patch
array (18 dB array factor + 5 dBi patch = 23 dBi) (approximately similar to 23.5 dBi horn). In addition, we synthesise
the isotropic antenna performance on which most channel
models are based [16].
II. MEASUREMENT APPROACH

The measurement campaign was undertaken on the campus
of Victoria University in Melbourne, Australia. The target
building comprised of steel-reinforced concrete for structure
and floors, with double-brick infill for external walls and
a mix of double-brick and stud-and-plaster internal walls,
topped by a near-flat zinc-coated ribbed-steel roof. The windows are single-glazed and set into aluminium frames. The
lower 25% of the windows are reinforced with internal wire
mesh. The general structural situation of building E under test
is shown in Fig. 1, including the two transmitting antennas
(Tx2 shown only) on top of building G. The building can
generally be considered as ‘traditional masonry construction’
with minimal thermal efficiency measures.
The transmit horn antennas illuminated two of the target
building’s tower sections and were down-tilted and adjusted
for bore-sight illumination of the particular target floor
(Fig. 2). Each floor provides a certain slant-angle of incidence. Both antennas transmitted a 24 GHz continuous-wave
(CW) signal. A small frequency offset of 2 MHz between
the two trransmitted signals was used to identify each
transmission.
The ‘mobile’ receiver (Rx) consisted of a calibrated standard horn antenna, placed on a rotating table, fed into a
swept-frequency spectrum analyser; thus allowing concurrent
measurements of the two slightly offset transmitted frequencies. The first set of slant path measurements was taken
with the narrow half power beamwidth (HPBW) antenna
(±5◦ , 23.5 dBi gain, here termed as ‘narrow beam’ (NB)).
The azimuth (φ) coverage was in 7◦ steps over 360◦ , but the
antenna size mechanically restricted the vertical coverage (θ)
to seven steps of 10◦ , covering elevations between -25◦ to
+45◦ [19], which in normal circumstances is more than
enough to capture all received multipaths [13], [20]. However,
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 4. CDF of PG(θ, φ) over all θ and φ measurement angles at
position 2.

FIGURE 2. Receiver locations at level 2 of target building E. We replicate
the positions on each floor as far as practically possible. Red and blue
lines show the location within the HPBW of the transmit antenna.
Receiver locations at level 1 in [18].

3 times. The received power P(θ, φ) was used to obtain
the mean path gain PG(θ, φ) by removing the Tx Effective
Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) and the Rx antenna gain,
GRx (boresight).
As an example, Fig. 4 shows the CDF (cumulative distribution function) of the directional dependent path gain
(PG(θ, φ)) at position 2 (level 1) directly below position
20 on level 2 (Fig. 2) over all antenna pointing directions
from the NB (23.5 dBi) and the WB (9.6 dBi) antenna.
As PG(θ, φ) is based on the normalised antenna radiation
patterns (GRx (boresight) = 0 dBi) and does not include
the Rx antenna gain, the NB antenna has lower PG(θ, φ)
compared to the WB antenna, since it is capturing less signal.
The angular averaging effect of the WB antenna is evident
in the reduced null depth and reduced dynamic range of the
RHS (red) trace.
The signal level just outside the building is necessary as a
reference for the BEL calculations, and is calculated from the
free space path loss based on the 3D link distance from the
transmitter (Fig. 2). Ground level measurements were used as
a check and agreed within 0.5 dB of the calculated free space
path loss (FSPL).
III. RESULTS

FIGURE 3. Modified receiver with 9.6 dBi antenna.

since we are dealing with signals from high altitude platforms, some multipaths could be missed. The measurements
were repeated from the same locations with a smaller, but less
directive antenna of ±23◦ HPBW (9.6 dBi, here termed as
‘wide beam’ (WB)), enabling expanded θ coverage between
+83◦ and -83◦ from four pointing elevations of +60◦ , +20◦ ,
−20◦ , −60◦ (Fig. 3), giving close to full spherical coverage. In both cases the measurements are oversampled in the
azimuth angle, φ, enabling interpolation down to 1◦ , but are
close to critically sampled in the elevation angle θ making
interpolation difficult.
For each orientation of the receiver horn (θ, φ), the spectrum analyser made 10 sweeps and recorded the average
received power over these sweeps, and this process repeated
VOLUME 7, 2019

For each measurement location and each antenna we
extracted the peak path gain (PGpeak ) and reconstructed the
isotropic (or omni) path gain (PGiso ) from the measured
signals as follows [18], [21], [22].
For PGpeak , the path gain from the strongest direction
is taken i.e. PGpeak = max(PG(θ, φ)), where PG(θ, φ) is
the path gain measured by the Rx antenna aperture. For
PGiso , we first sampled the polar path gain pattern in angular
steps of HPBW in both azimuth and elevation, weighting
each measurement to account for theP
lower
P arc as elevation
increases and then sum i.e. PGiso =
PG(θi , φj )cos(θi ),
where azimuth φj = 0◦ : HPBW : 360◦ and elevation θi =
−90◦ : HPBW : 90◦ . In theory, both antennas should give the
same ‘isotropic’ result for the same location, but in practice
there is some variance since the measurements were not taken
concurrently, and there was a bias due to the mechanically
constrained elevation search angles, θi particularly for the
NB antenna. Synthesis based on the WB antenna would
158527
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FIGURE 5. Isotropic BEL vs depth based on NB antenna for Tx1.

FIGURE 6. Isotropic BEL vs depth based on WB antenna for Tx1.

therefore give the closest isotropic approximation. Next we
discuss BEL based upon these extracted PGs.

TABLE 1. BEL parameters with WB and NB antenna for Tx1.

BEL WITH ISOTROPIC ANTENNAS

Building Entry Loss (BEL) (LBE ) is the difference between
the measured PGs and the reference free space path
gain (FSPG) obtained outside the illuminated face of the
building structure [1];
LBExxx = FSPG − PGyyy

(2)

Thus BEL (LBExxx ) can be ‘‘minimum’’ (LBEmin ) or
‘‘isotropic’’ (LBEiso ) or ‘‘directional’’ (LBE (θ, φ)), corresponding to which path gain PGyyy is used, PGpeak , PGiso
or PG(θ, φ) respectively. BEL increases with depth into the
building and is usually modelled by a linear dB variation with
building depth (eq. 3)
LBEiso (d) [dB] = c + m d

(3)

where, d and m have been defined previously and c represents the loss through the building’s outer wall measured at
the facing wall’s internal edge (d = 0). However the odd
shape of the construction, with different angled faces and
multiple entry points (windows) at different depths into the
building made c more of an aggregate quantity. Therefore
c was obtained along with m in a minimum mean square
error (MMSE) estimate of the ‘line-of-best-fit’. We also
explored a power law variation based on the AB model [23].
In all cases, the linear model gave at least a 1 dB closer fit
than the AB model for our measurements.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the scatter plot of the isotropic
BEL (LBEiso ) with building depth into the south tower from
Tx1 for different slant angles (ψ) corresponding to each floor
level. Generally, BEL increases with increased slant angle
and this applies to both measurement antennas. As expected,
the BEL increases as the measurement locations recede
deeper inside the building and the variance increases, suggesting the existence of a complex multipath environment
within the building. The ‘line of best fit’ for each floor shows
the expected steeper slope (increase in m) with increase in
158528

TABLE 2. Mean BEL with WB and NB antenna.

slant angle, ψ, which is consistent with the more vertically
orientated floor-ceiling reflections inside the building. Details
of the ‘line-of-best-fit’ with, m, c are shown in Table 1 for
Tx1 where σ is the standard deviation of the fit. Both NB and
WB antennas have a similar path loss slope, m = 3.4 dB/m
on level 1 (ψ = 51.2◦ ), but this decreases to m = 1.1
and 1.9 for the NB and WB antennas respectively on level 4
(ψ = 34.4◦ ). These figures are much higher than m =
0.5 dB/m for the M.2135 ITU model for <6 GHz [14] and
the 0.7 sin ψ variation in m for frequencies up to 38 GHz
proposed by [15]. This is due to the higher slant angles under
test and the internal walls and heavy clutter within the building. The effective loss through the buildings exterior wall
(skin) c ≈ 15.3 dB as measured by the WB antenna where
as it is ≈21.5 dB as measured by the NB antenna. The latter
measurement partially reflects the reduced signal collection
from the mechanically constrained elevation angle, θ, of the
NB measurement equipment.
The current ITU recommendation for BEL does not model
the depth inside the building, relying instead on a single BEL
distribution for each slant angle (ψ) [16]. The mean of the
BEL measurements for each floor and from each transmitter are tabulated in Table 2 for both ‘min’ and ‘isotropic’
measurements. The mean is taken across all contributing
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 7. Mean Isotropic BEL (LBE ) vs slant angle for NB and WB
iso
antennas for Tx1 and Tx2.

locations in the Tx antennas HPBW for each slant angle ψ,
as illustrated by Fig. 2 for floor level 2. The different geometries mean that Tx1 and Tx2 have different slant angle ψ
values for the same floor level. Fig. 7 shows how the mean
isotropic BEL (LBEiso ) values vary with ψ for each Tx. LBEiso
increases with increasing slant angle, ψ. The restricted elevation coverage of the NB antenna shows up as a 1 dB to
5 dB additional path loss (compared to the WB antenna),
particularly evident when ψ is over 50◦ . The abrupt increase
in BEL from Tx1 at ψ = 51.2◦ is due to tree clutter and
a low iron roof partially shading the building’s south tower
ground floor (level 1) entrance. Leaving out this point a best
fit line of all the remaining WB antenna based measurements
(solid black) has a slope of η = 0.433 dB/degree of slant
with a σ = 0.77 dB, which is a good fit. The slope is
approximately twice the steepness of the ITU’s recent model
prediction of 0.212 dB/degree (shown as a black dashed line)
for this type of building [16]. The mean BEL is closest to
the ITU prediction at low slant angles, being within 3 dB for
ψ < 37◦ .
Fig. 8 compares the ITU cdf of eq. 1 with the cdf of our
isotropic BEL (LBEiso ) measurements for three slant angles
taking results from both Tx1 and Tx2 towers. It is not possible
to compare the tails of the distributions as in [10] due to the
limited number of measurements, however the average slope
is not too dissimilar to the ITU recommendation. The WB
antenna (dot-dashed line) closely aligns to the mid region of
the ITU curves for ψ = 34.4◦ , but shifts to higher BEL at
increased ψ. The higher loss of the NB antenna is clearly
evident in the positive offset of the solid curves at low BEL
(cdf< 60%) when depth into the building is small. However
this is not apparent for higher BEL’s (cdf> 60%) which
would occur deeper into the building. Here, the NB and WB
lines undergo a series of crossings indicating little signal is
present outside the NB capture range (|θ| ≈> 45◦ ). Such
signals have been reduced by reflection losses and scattering
off internal objects converting the elevated signals into more
horizontally propagating waves.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 8. CDF of Isotropic BEL (LBE ) with NB, WB and the ITU model
iso
at different slant angles.

BEL WITH ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING

In this section we include the effect of the receive antenna
directivity and gain, GRx , to give the realistic antenna experience (rather than reconstruct the ‘‘isotropic’’ performance as
per the previous section). This effectively removes the normalisation on Fig. 4. Including the directivity of the receive
antenna is regarded as future work for the ITU standard [17].
The combined building entry loss (CBEL) measured at
the receiver antenna port, LBE,Grx , can be represented as a
combination of loss due to building entry LBE and gain due
to receiver antenna GRx i.e.
LBE,Grxxxx = LBExxx − GRx

(4)

For an isotropic Rx antenna, GRx = 0 dBi and LBEiso of
Fig. 7 equals LBE,Grxiso . With isotropic antennas BEL is the
same whether it is being used to estimate the coverage from a
high altitude platform or the co-existence with a high altitude
platform. In the former the platform signal is desired, while
in the latter case the platform signal is unwanted interference. This situation changes when adaptive beamforming is
used, as in the case for mmWaves. Although, in all cases,
the BEL is essentially the same, the effects of multiple entry
points and the internal multipath environment combined with
the antenna array pattern, gain and orientation makes for
quite different receiver experiences. CBEL uses the same
outside (0 dBi antenna) reference for comparing these different scenarios. When the high altitude platform forms the
desired signal, the Rx array will beamsteer to the strongest
direction, while in the co-existence case the array is focussed
on signals from another basestation and so we assume the
orientation is random with respect to the platform signal.
Then, only occasionally will the beamsteered array coincide
with the direction of max interference from the platform.
We discuss these two situations next.
The lower 4 traces of Fig. 9 show the desired signal case
when the Rx antenna is always beamformed to the direction
of the strongest signal (minimum CBEL). Then LBE,Grxmin ,
the mean of the minimum combined entry loss from just
158529
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FIGURE 9. Mean directional CBEL (LBE ,Grx (θ, φ)) and Mean minimum
CBEL (LBE ,Grx
) vs slant angle for NB and WB antennas for Tx1 and Tx2.
min

outside the building to the receiver’s input port (which now
includes the Rx antenna gain), is plotted against the slant
angle, ψ. The WB antenna (blue) gives an average of ≈ 7 dB
reduced CBEL than the isotropic best fit line (solid black)
which is 2.6 dB short of the antennas 9.6 dBi gain. Similarly,
comparing the NB antenna with the NB derived isotropic
gives an average of ≈ 17.5 dB less CBEL which is 6 dB
short of the 23.5 dBi gain of the antenna. The specified gain
of the antennas is not fully realised because of the complex
multiple direction of arrivals within the building [18], [24]–
[26]. In this environment the gain reduction is 26% for both
antennas. Also note that as the slant angles move from low
(ψ = 35◦ ) to high (ψ > 50◦ ) the difference between the NB
and WB antennas reduces from ≈ 7 dB to <3 dB caused by
a fall in NB antenna gain as a growing proportion of signals
from higher elevations are not being seen by the NB antenna.
The cdf for three slant angles is shown in Fig. 10. Slopes are
similar or slightly steeper than the ITU specified 0 dBi curves
and the NB antenna outperforms the WB antenna in all except
two locations, (characterised by low CBEL and a high slant
angle).
The co-existence situation with random alignment is
shown by the upper four traces in Fig. 9 (marked ‘ran’)
where the mean is taken over all the measured angles from all
locations contributing to the specified slant angle. Compared
to the bestfit isotropic line we see a ≈7 dB increase in BEL for
the WB antenna and ≈9 dB for the higher gain NB antenna
(or ≈ 6 dB compared to the NB isotropic bestfit of Fig. 7).
The increased CBEL is because the directive antenna’s boresight is often pointing away from the incomming signals.
Occasionally however the antenna will beamform into the
minimum CBEL direction and the occurrence of this can be
checked by the cdf of LBE,Grxmin , Fig. 11. Again we use the
ITU cdf of eq. 1 as a reference. The higher number of measurement points gives a smoother curve with better rendition
of the tails. The median value of CBEL is between 35 dB and
50 dB, but the tails go as low as 10 dB as they incorporate
the wanted signal situation of Fig. 10 when the antenna is
aligned for maximum response (minimum BEL). The cdf
158530

FIGURE 10. CDF of minimum CBEL (LBE ,Grx
) with NB, WB and the ITU
min
model at different slant angles.

FIGURE 11. CDF of Directional CBEL (LBE ,Grx (θ, φ)) with NB, WB and the
ITU model at different slant angles.

shows CBELs below 20 dB only occur with a probability
of 2% for the most sensitive slant angle of ψ = 34◦ .
IV. CONCLUSION

Slant path BEL using directional antennas at mmWaves is
important for both coverage and coexistence studies. BEL
measurements at 24 GHz into an older style building are
presented for different slant angles and different depths into
the building, using 9.6 dBi and 23.5 dBi horn antennas for the
indoor unit. The isotropic (0 dBi) performance is synthesised
to allow comparisons to the recent ITU model. The signal
loss into the building was best modelled as a linear increase
in path loss (dB) with distance into the building. The slope
increases with slant angle up to 3.4 dB/m; higher than previous published predictions [15]. The effective loss through the
outside wall and windows was 15 dB. The variation of mean
BEL with ψ is twice that suggested by the ITU indicating a
much higher increased loss with slant angle for this building.
The higher gain, NB antenna had a limited vertical scan angle
that meant it could not see signals from above 45◦ or below
-25◦ elevations. We use this fact to identify conditions where
high elevation signals dominate, and this shows up at high
VOLUME 7, 2019
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slant paths ψ > 50◦ where the NB synthesised Isotropic BEL
increased 5 dB compared to the WB synthesised Isotropic
which had unrestricted scanning. Clearly the NB antenna
misses the majority of the signal because the internal floor to
ceiling reflections have elevation angles set by the incoming
slant. The difference between NB and WB synthesised BEL
measurements drops to ≈1 dB at ψ = 30◦ . Now, both NB
and WB antennas give similar results.
Slant path BEL using beamformed antennas are not as
yet covered by the ITU. We introduce the term CBEL,
which combines BEL with the indoor antenna gain, to give
a consistent outdside reference and then present measurements for two conditions, the desired signal condition and
the co-existence condition. When the HAP is the desired
signal source the CBEL is significantly reduced by beamforming, but not by the full antenna directivity gain as might
be expected. Scattering within the building causes multiple
AoAs which reduce the effective (dB) antenna gain by about
26% for both NB and WB antennas. In the co-existence
case beamforming actually increases the CBEL compared to
the Isotropic case, which is clearly a benefit and somewhat
counter to the supposition in [17] indicating there would be
no difference. However, the improvement is modest (in this
case 6 dB to 9 dB dependent on slant angle) and limited by
diminishing returns as the beamwidth is narrowed (1 dB to
3 dB further improvement going from WB to NB). We conclude that beamforming at mmWave frequencies is beneficial
for slant path building entry in both coverage enhancement
and co-existence with HAPs and satellites.
APPENDIX

The ITU parameters for building entry loss of equation (1)
are given as [16]:
A(P)
B(P)
C
µ1
µ2
σ1
σ2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

F −1 (P)σ1 + µ1
F −1 (P)σ2 + µ2
−3.0
Lh + Le
w + x log(f )
u + v log(f )
y + z log(f )

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

where:
Lh = r + s log(f ) + t (log(f ))2

(13)

Le is the correction for slant elevation angle, ψ:
Le = 0.212 |ψ|
f
ψ
P
F −1 (P)

VOLUME 7, 2019

(14)

= frequency (GHz)
= slant elevation angle (degrees)
= probability that loss is not exceeded (0 < P < 1)
= inverse cumulative normal distribution
as a function of probability.

For the traditional building, the coefficients are given as: r =
12.64, s = 3.72, t = 0.96, u = 9.6, v = 2.0, w = 9.1, x =
−3.0, y = 4.5, z = −2.0
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